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COMMENCEMENT
The meeting commenced at approximately 10:30 am in Council Chambers.

LIST OF ATTENDEES
Steve Kourepis

Group Manager, Development & Regulatory Control (Chair)

Kerry Smith

Senior Development Officer

Shahram Zadgan

Development Assessment Officer

Julie Woodley

Administration Officer

APOLOGIES
No apologies were received.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of Development Control Unit of previous Meeting 019 held on 19
December 2018 were read and accepted.

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS
2.1

28 MARY STREET, HUNTERS HILL

PROCEEDINGS IN BRIEF
PROPOSAL
Demolition of the existing dwelling and the construction of a new dwelling and
swimming pool and landscaping – Section 4.55 – To relocate the approved
swimming pool closer to the southern boundary.
ATTENDEES
No Attendees
SUBMISSION:
A letter was submitted dated 16 December 2019 by Ms E Poff (attached).
It was noted and contents was read and discussed by the Committee.

Minutes of the Development Control Unit Meeting held on 23 January 2019.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Committee resolved to require the owner of the property to provide a letter
detailing the time line for finalisation of the Occupation Certificate.
RESOLVED on the motion of Mr Kourepis, seconded Mr Zadgan
That the s.4.55 application No.2016/1113-1 to modify Development Application
No.2016/1113 of consent dated 12 December 2016 for the demolition of the existing
dwelling and the construction of a new dwelling with pool and landscaping at No.28
Mary Street, Hunters Hill, be approved, subject to the alteration to condition Part A
No.2 plus a new condition Part A No.8, No.9 and No.10 to read as follows:
8.

The swimming pool fencing complying with the requirements of the AS
1926-2012 in terms of construction, height and gate opening direction.

9.

The location of the pool equipment box has to be such that it will not
contravene the overall height of the pool boundary fence.

10.

The screen planting around the swimming pool being effected by way of
having maturity height not exceeding 900mm
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Arboricultural Impact Assessment Report
Tree & Landscape Consultants
Finishes
Dulux colour Samples
BASIX Certificate No.717125S
2.2

10 Feb 2016

13 Jul 2016

Undated

13 Jul 2016

3 Apr 2016

13 Jul 2016

30 BONNEFIN ROAD, HUNTERS HILL

PROCEEDINGS IN BRIEF
PROPOSAL
Alterations and additions including new first floor, new swimming pool and front
fence, relocation of driveway and alterations to garage.
ATTENDEES
Paul O’Keeffe
Rohan Lenard
Roger Hurley

Architect/Applicant
Owner
Submission

SUBMISSION
A handout of Drawing (F) by Mr Hurley was tabled.
RECOMMENDATION
Following detailed discussion on all issues raised at the Development Control
Meeting the application was deferred for an on-site inspection and the issues
discussed are to be resolved.
The issues are:


sight lines;



flat roof to garage – amended plans to be submitted with low pitched roof and
eaves overhang;



1.

previous reasons for refusal – individual reasons;



pedestrian traffic safety implications;



orientation and setback of the garage



traffic calming along Bonnefin Road



Traffic Engineer to look at safety implications – provide a safety report.

The meeting closed at 11:33 am.

Minutes of the Development Control Unit Meeting held on 23 January 2019.
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ITEM NO

:

2.1

SUBJECT

:

2/17 BARONS CRESCENT, HUNTERS HILL

STRATEGIC OUTCOME

:

MAINTAIN THE CHARACTER AND AMENITY OF
HUNTERS HILL

ACTION

:

ALL BUILDING WORK COMPLIES WITH COUNCIL
REGULATIONS

REPORTING OFFICER

:

KERRY SMITH

DEVELOPMENT
APPLICATION NO

2018/1082

PROPOSAL

TO CONSTRUCT A PART FIRST FLOOR ADDITION OF
TWO ATTIC DORMERS WITHIN THE EXISTING ROOF
SPACE

APPLICANT

PERRY GRIBILAS

OWNER

MR G PHILLIPS

DATE LODGED

29 AUGUST 2018
Ref:403804

INTRODUCTION
Reasons for Report
The proposal resulted in six (6) submissions being received by Council in response to the
neighbour notification process opposing the development.
REPORT
1.

SUMMARY

Issues


Loss of privacy



Inadequate side setbacks



Out of character



Three storey development



Landscaped area objectives

Submissions
Six (6) submissions were received.

Item 2.1
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Recommendation
The application is recommended for a ‘deferred commencement’ approval for reasons that it is
acceptable having regard to:
1.

It is permissible under the zoning

2.

It complies with the relevant planning objectives contained in Hunters Hill Local
Environmental Plan 2012 and Consolidated Development Control Plan 2013

3.

It will not have adverse effects on the amenity of adjoining properties.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL

It is proposed to construct a part first floor (attic) addition to the rear of the recently constructed,
attached dual occupancy involving the provision of two (2) dormer windows on the existing
colorbond roofing.
The lower ground floor and the ground floor will remain in use as previously approved with the
exception of a new staircase to be constructed in part of the living room.
The new part upper level (attic) will be used as a bedroom with ensuite and walk-in ‘robe plus a
study nook and staircase.
Accompanying the application were a Statement of Environmental Effects and a BASIX
Certificate.
3.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND LOCALITY

The premises are known as No.2/17 Barons Crescent, Hunters Hill and are legally described as
Lot 2 in strata plan 95274.
The site is located on the southern side of Barons Crescent between Park Road and Blaxland
Street. The strata lot has an area of 438.6 sqm with a frontage of 7.62 metres. It has a slope of
3.1 metres down to the street and a crossfall of 0.27 metres down to the west along the street
frontage.
Existing on the site is a recently constructed semi-detached dual occupancy.
Adjoining and nearby development comprises single storey and two storey dwelling houses.
4.

PROPERTY HISTORY

Development consent was issued subject to conditions on 20 October 2015 for the construction
of an attached dual occupancy plus attached garages.
A Construction Certificate was issued on 29 March 2016 and the final Occupation Certificate
was issued on 30 May 2017.

Item 2.1
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STATUTORY CONTROLS

Relevant Statutory Instruments
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Local Environmental Plan 2012
Zone:
Low Density Residential R2
Conservation Area:
No
River Front Area:
Yes
SREP (Sydney Harbour Catchment 2005):
No
Development Control Plan 2013:
2013
Listed Heritage item:
No
Contributory Building:
No
Vicinity of Heritage Item:
No
6.

POLICY CONTROLS

Consolidated Development Control Plan 2013
7.

REFERRALS

7.1

External Approval Bodies

Not applicable.
7.2

Health & Building

The application was referred to Council’s Environmental Health and Building Surveyor who
advised that there are no objections to the proposal subject to compliance with NCC
requirements.
7.3

Heritage

As stated within the body of the report, the property is not a heritage item and is not in a
conservation area under Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan 2012. The proposal was not
referred to Council’s Heritage Advisor or to the Conservation Advisory Panel.
7.4

Works & Services

The application was referred to Council’s Design and Development Engineer and no report has
been received in relation to this matter.
7.5

Parks & Landscape

The application was not referred to Council’s Tree Consultants as no landscaping work was
involved.
8.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT UNDER S4.15

The relevant matters for consideration under section 4.15 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 are assessed under the following headings.

Item 2.1
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9.

STATE INSTRUMENTS / LEGISLATION

9.1

State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs)

Not applicable.
9.2

Regional Environmental Plans (REPs) – Deemed SEPPs

Not applicable.
9.3

Other Legislation

Not Applicable.
10.

HUNTERS HILL LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012

10.1

Aims and Objectives of Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan 2012 and Zone

The proposal is permissible with consent under Zone Low Density Residential R2 and complies
with the relevant statutory controls of Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan 2012.
10.2

Statutory Compliance Table

The following table illustrates whether or not the proposed development complies with the
relevant statutory controls of Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan No.2012.
Compliance with Current Statutory Controls

Proposed

Control

Compliance

HEIGHT

8.5 metres

8.5 metres

Yes

2 storeys

2 storeys

Yes

LANDSCAPED AREA

45.2%

45%

Yes

FLOOR SPACE RATIO

0.42:1

0.5:1

Yes

STOREYS

10.3

Site Area Requirements

The proposal complies with these requirements.
10.4

Residential flat buildings and low-rise multi-unit housing-density and garden
area controls

Not Applicable.
10.5

Height of Buildings

The height of the proposal, being 8.5 metres and 2 storeys in height is acceptable as it would
comply with the maximum of 8.5 metres/no more than two storeys height limit as prescribed by
Clause 4.3 of the Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan 2012.
10.6

Landscaped Area

The landscaped area of 45.2% would be above the 45% minimum permissible landscaped as
prescribed by clause 6.9 of the Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan 2012.

Item 2.1
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Subdivision Lot Size

Not Applicable.
10.8

Floor Space Ratio

Complies with that as set out in the DCP 2013 for dual occupancies.
10.9

Street Frontage

Not Applicable.
10.10

Dual Occupancy

Complies.
11

Foreshore Building Lines

Not Applicable.
10.12

River Front Area

The subject site is also located with the River front Area and, as such, assessment is required in
accordance with Clause 6.7 of Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan 2012. Clause 6.7 states:
6.7 (3) Development consent must not be granted for development on land to
which this clause applies unless the consent authority is satisfied that:
(a)

Measures will be taken, including in relation to the location, design
and appearance of the development and conservation of existing
trees, to minimize the visual impact of the development to and
from the nearest waterway, and

(b)

Any historic, scientific, cultural, social, archaeological,
architectural, natural or aesthetic significance of the land on which
the development is to be carried out, and of surrounding land, will
be maintained, and

(c)

Existing views towards waterways from public roads and reserves
would not be obstructed.

As the proposed modifications will be of a minor effect when compared to the original
development approval which has been acted upon, this will have no detrimental effect in relation
to the views to or from the waterway.
10.13

Other Special Clauses / Development Standards

Not Applicable.
11.

DRAFT AMENDMENTS TO STATUTORY CONTROLS

No relevant draft amendments pertaining to this application.

Item 2.1
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12.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLANS (DCPs)

12.1

Compliance Table Consolidated Development Control Plan 2013 (DCP)

CONTROL
HEIGHT
Ridge
External walls
Storeys
Landscaped Area
BOUNDARY SETBACKS
Dwelling house
North (Front)
South (Rear)
East (Side)
West (Side)

REQUIRED/PERMISSIBLE

PROPOSED

COMPLIANCE

8.5 metres
7.2 metres
2
45% minimum

8.5 metres
4.4 metres
2
45.2%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Predom. Building line
6 metres
1.5 metres
1.5 metres

6.76 metres
11.18 metres
1.5 metres
0 metres-semi

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Planning Policy – All Development
The proposal complies with the relevant objectives, design parameters and preferred design
elements under Parts 2 and 3 of Consolidated Development Control Plan 2013.
Heritage Conservation Areas
Not Applicable.
River Front Area
Refer to section 10.12 of this report ‘River Front Area’.
Height
Complies.
Front, Side & Rear Setbacks
As the existing building is one part of a dual occupancy (semi-detached dwelling), the setback
on the western side is effectively a zero lot line in accordance with the approval of Council for
the construction of the development. There are no objections to this part of the proposal relative
to clause 3.3.3 of DCP 2013.
Landscaped Area
Does not change and complies.
Solar Access
There will be no effective reduction in solar access for the adjoining residents.
Privacy
There will be direct overlooking of the adjoining premises to the east. To overcome this problem,
a Schedule 1 condition has been recommended to require fixed shutters and / or obscure fixed
glass to the new upper level windows facing east as proposed for the development.
Item 2.1
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Views
There will be no loss of shared water views for the adjoining and nearby residents to this
development.
Car Parking
Complies.
Garages & Carports
No change proposed from that as approved by Council.
Fences
No change proposed.
12.2

Other DCPs, Codes and Policies

Not applicable.
13.

THE LIKELY IMPACTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT

The proposal is to create attic type rooms at the rear of the single storey section on the
attached, approved and constructed dual occupancy on the eastern site.
The proposal does not conflict with the development standards of LEP 2012 in terms of height,
landscaped area or floor space ratio.
In the terms of DCP 2013, the proposal complies with the controls for landscaped area and
setbacks as related to an attached dual occupancy with a zero lot line setback having previously
been approved as part of the original development consent.
There will be no effective loss of solar access for the adjoining residents relative to the amount
of mid-winter shadow between the hours of 9am and 3pm.
The issue of loss of privacy, raised by a number of persons that made submissions to Council,
is one that has been addressed as a Schedule 1. This is to require the provision of obscured
glazing from the new windows to preserve the necessary privacy for adjoining and nearby
residents.
The design submitted for the new dormer windows is not aesthetically pleasing and another
Schedule 1 condition has been set out in the recommendation to provide for a better
architectural treatment of this part of the development.
Both sets of Strata Plan owners have signed this DA form as required.
14.

SUBMISSIONS

The proposed development was notified in accordance with Council’s Consolidated
Development Control Plan 2013 for a period of fourteen (14) days commencing on the 24
September 2018. Within the specified time period six (6) submissions were received. Copies of
the submissions are attached to the report.

Item 2.1
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NUMBER NOTIFIED
SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED
Name & Address of Respondents
Heather Armstrong & Allan Coles
18B Barons Crescent
HUNTERS HILL

AP Innovation Architects owner
of
21 Barons Crescent
HUNTERS HILL

Item 2.1
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YES
15
SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS
 Direct overlooking of neighbouring property
 Side boundary setbacks and exception to setback
provisions
 The proposed first floor addition within the existing roof
space effectively creates a third storey to the dwelling
 Right to private garden (adjoining neighbours) for
adequate accessible sunlight and privacy
 The proposal completely disregards this requirement
(clause 3.3.3 Side boundary setbacks (b)(i)) with two
large dormer windows at a second storey height
directly orientated parallel to the east boundary at 180
degrees clearly in breach of the clause impacting
visual privacy to all neighbours on the east side
 DCP clause 3.4.2 (b) that “.. if a dual occupancy
development proposes that one dwelling would be
located in an area formerly occupied by a back garden,
that dwelling should have the following minimum
heights:
(i) One storey
(ii) External walls should be a maximum of 3.6 metres”
Therefore by “stealth” the proposal via its large bulk
and disproportioned conjoined Dormers attempts an
architectural language of dormers to confuse and
enable the provision of a second storey which is in
direct breach of clause 3.4.2 (b)(i)
 The inappropriate bulk created by the conjoining
bedroom space that protrudes beyond the existing roof
plane provides credence to the position that the
proposed built form is actually a second storey “located
in an area formerly occupied by a back garden, that
dwelling should have “…one storey…” which the
original dual occupancy design accepted, but this
proposal now challenges via a confused architectural
language of oversized “bloated “ dormers
 An inappropriate bulk massed close to the side
boundary and “…located in an area formerly occupied
by a back garden, that dwelling should have ….”one
storey…” will provide a detrimental impact on solar
access to the garden area especially during the winter
solstice where the sun angle is at 18 degrees.
 Even though privacy screens and or opaque glazing
may provide some resolution to privacy impact the
complete solution will be satisfactorily achieved only if
the proposal is amended to satisfy compliance with
clause 9(b)(i) to locate fenestration 90 degrees to the
east boundary so that by way of siting the windows
away from the noise source Acoustic privacy is
maintained when windows are opened as well as when
they are closed

Page 8
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Alex & Melanie Vale
23 Barons Crescent
HUNTERS HILL

Ruth & Derek MacRae
19 Barons Crescent
HUNTERS HILL

Clare Lewis
86 Park Road
HUNTERS HILL
Stephen & Vicki Kavanagh
5 Barons Crescent
HUNTERS HILL

6 March 2019

 Their grey roof looks over our backyard and pool area.
If the development is allowed to proceed as proposed,
we will have to erect screens to maintain our privacy
 The only way this development should proceed is on
the basis the windows are removed and replaced with
side windows on the northern and southern facades. In
this situation, the eastern façade will be a solid wall to
offer privacy to neighbouring backyards
 The only conceivable way to prevent the occupants
from having full and total view of our complete 839sqm
property and beyond to the neighbouring properties ,
would be to have operable skylights installed in the
attic roof top set above eyesight level and angled
upwards (skywards) only
 The proposed structure will bring the third storey
outside the existing envelope of the building i.e. the
roof line will have the effect of increasing the bulk of
the building. Thus significant direct sunlight penetration
will be physically impacted directly across our pool,
outdoor entertainment areas and the surrounding
garden areas
 My rear living room, where I spend most of my time,
day and evening, will be visible from the proposed
addition and I value my privacy
 The whole of my rear garden will also be open to view
 The overall matter is the unavoidable complete loss of
privacy and amenity for the rear and side areas of the
MacRae house which is the area available for
entertaining
 The elevation drawings for the DA can be judged as
misleading, as the ground levels shown tacitly imply a
similar ground profile in 19 Barons Crescent. This is
not the case as 2/17 ground level is near the top of the
adjoining property fence and the MacRae property
ground level is 1800mm lower than this
 The DA proposes an elevated roof section containing
dormer windows facing east and overlooking all of the
MacRaes backyard, swimming pool, entertainment
area and even inside the building – kitchen and dining
area as well as the 1st floor balcony and bedrooms.
These windows would also look directly into the yards
of 21 Barons Crescent and the rear of properties with
frontage on High Street
 The increased height of the structure proposed will
also put 19 Barons Crescent in serious afternoon
shadow with even more loss of amenity
 The options are available to move the dormer windows
to either the north or south parts of the gable roof and
so reduce the loss of privacy for 19 Barons Crescent
and to reduce the overall height of the proposed
additions to prevent the detrimental shadowing
otherwise inevitable

The main issues of concern outlining the objections are discussed below:

Item 2.1
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Direct overlooking of neighbouring property

Comment: There will be direct overlooking of the adjoining premises to the east. To overcome
this problem, a Schedule 1 condition has been recommended to require shutters and or obscure
fix glass to the new upper level windows proposed for the development.


Side boundary setbacks and exception to setback provisions

Comment: The existing dwelling complies with the setback provisions of DCP 2013 and the
external works proposed will have a greater setback from the eastern boundary thus complying
with the provisions of clause 3.3.3 of DCP 2013.


The proposed first floor addition within the existing roof space effectively
creates a third storey to the dwelling

Comment: Under the terms of DCP 2013, the proposed additions will not be at a third storey
level; it will be two storeys when assessed in a vertical plane through the building. Therefore this
argument could not be used for the purpose of a refusal.


Right to private garden (adjoining neighbours) for adequate accessible
sunlight and privacy

Comment: There will be direct overlooking of the adjoining premises to the east. To overcome
this problem, a Schedule 1 condition has been recommended to require shutters and or obscure
fix glass to the new upper level windows proposed for the development. It is considered that the
mid-winter solar access resultant from the additional shadowing from the additions will still be in
compliance with the provisions of clause 3.5.2 of DCP 2013. It is considered that this
overshadowing effect could not be reasonably used as a reason for refusal off the application.


The proposal completely disregards this requirement (clause 3.3.3 Side
boundary setbacks (b)(i)) with two large dormer windows at a second storey
height directly orientated parallel to the east boundary at 180 degrees clearly
in breach of the clause impacting visual privacy to all neighbours on the east
side. Even if windows were to be provided in dormers at right angles to the
side boundary, loss of privacy is always going to be an issue without effective
glazing treatment or screening.

Comment: It is considered that the placing of windows at right angles to the side boundary for
an attic type development is difficult to achieve aesthetically and at the same time to provide for
natural light and ventilation in accordance with the National Construction Code. Even if windows
were to be provided in dormers at right angles to the side boundary, loss of privacy is always
going to be an issue without effective glazing treatment or screening.


DCP clause 3.4.2 (b) that “.. if a dual occupancy development proposes that
one dwelling would be located in an area formerly occupied by a back garden,
that dwelling should have the following minimum heights:
(i)
(ii)

One storey
External walls should be a maximum of 3.6 metres”

Therefore by “stealth” the proposal via its large bulk and disproportioned
conjoined Dormers attempts an architectural language of dormers to confuse
and enable the provision of a second storey which is in direct breach of
clause 3.4.2 (b)(i)

Item 2.1
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Comment: The restriction for single storey dual occupancy development refers to a detached
dual occupancy where the rear dwelling is required to be single storey in height. This is not the
case with the approved and constructed development for the whole of No.17 Barons Crescent
which is for two semi-detached dwellings running lengthways on the overall lot at the time and
not separate front and rear detached dual occupancy dwellings.


The inappropriate bulk created by the conjoining bedroom space that
protrudes beyond the existing roof plane provides credence to the position
that the proposed built form is actually a second storey “located in an area
formerly occupied by a back garden, that dwelling should have “…one
storey…” which the original dual occupancy design accepted, but this
proposal now challenges via a confused architectural language of oversized
“bloated “ dormers

Comment: The restriction for single storey dual occupancy development refers to a detached
dual occupancy where the rear dwelling is required to be single storey in height. This is not the
case with the approved and constructed development for the whole of No.17 Barons Crescent.


An inappropriate bulk massed close to the side boundary and “…located in an
area formerly occupied by a back garden, that dwelling should have ….”one
storey…” will provide a detrimental impact on solar access to the garden area
especially during the winter solstice where the sun angle is at 18 degrees

Comment: The restriction for single storey dual occupancy development refers to a detached
dual occupancy where the rear dwelling is required to be single storey in height. This is not the
case with the approved and constructed development for the whole of No.17 Barons Crescent
which is for two semi-detached dwellings running lengthways on the overall lot at the time and
not separate front and rear detached dual occupancy dwellings.


Even though privacy screens and or opaque glazing may provide some
resolution to privacy impact the complete solution will be satisfactorily
achieved only if the proposal is amended to satisfy compliance with clause
9(b)(i) to locate fenestration 90 degrees to the east boundary so that by way of
siting the windows away from the noise source Acoustic privacy is maintained
when windows are opened as well as when they are closed

Comment: This form of treatment for upper level windows on a dwelling to minimise loss of
privacy for the adjoining residents has been adopted and imposed successfully by Council over
a long period of time and has been accepted as a condition of approval by the Land &
Environment Court and Council’s Local Planning Panel as appointed by the State Government
to consider certain types of new development.


Their grey roof looks over our backyard and pool area. If the development is
allowed to proceed as proposed, we will have to erect screens to maintain our
privacy

Comment: There will be direct overlooking of the adjoining premises to the east. To overcome
this problem, a Schedule 1 condition has been recommended to require shutters and or obscure
fix glass to the new upper level windows proposed for the development.


Item 2.1

The only way this development should proceed is on the basis the windows
are removed and replaced with side windows on the northern and southern
facades. In this situation, the eastern façade will be a solid wall to offer
privacy to neighbouring backyards
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Comment: Aesthetically, it is considered that this redesign suggestion would not be acceptable
and other means as set out in the recommendation are to be brought into effect to diminish the
level of privacy loss for the adjoining owners.


The only conceivable way to prevent the occupants from having full and total
view of our complete 839sqm property and beyond to the neighbouring
properties, would be to have operable skylights installed in the attic roof top
set above eyesight level and angled upwards (skywards) only

Comment: This suggested option for the development would not be practical in that it would
result in inadequate head height and natural light for habitable rooms.


The proposed structure will bring the third storey outside the existing
envelope of the building i.e. the roof line will have the effect of increasing the
bulk of the building. Thus significant direct sunlight penetration will be
physically impacted directly across our pool, outdoor entertainment areas and
the surrounding garden areas

Comment: This development will result in a two storey (and not a three storey) section of the
dwelling where the addition is proposed. There will be minimal additional overshadowing of the
adjoining premises to the east and such premises will still maintain a minimum of three hours of
mid-winter sun between 9am and 3pm as required under clause 3.5.2 of Council’s DCP 2013
and as deemed acceptable as a matter of course by the Land & Environment Court under
development application appeal.


My rear living room, where I spend most of my time, day and evening, will be
visible from the proposed addition and I value my privacy

Comment: The proposed development will be far enough away from the dwelling house at
No.86 park Road such that loss of privacy could not be used as a reason for refusal should the
application be refused and the matter taken to Court under appeal.


The whole of my rear garden will also be open to view

Comment: The likely privacy loss has been assessed accordingly and hence the Schedule 1
condition has been inserted in the recommendation to overcome any such privacy loss.


The overall matter is the unavoidable complete loss of privacy and amenity for
the rear and side areas of the MacRae house which is the area available for
entertaining

Comment: There will be direct overlooking of the adjoining premises to the east. To overcome
this problem, a Schedule 1 condition has been recommended to require shutters and or obscure
fix glass to the new upper level windows proposed for the development.


The elevation drawings for the DA can be judged as misleading, as the ground
levels shown tacitly imply a similar ground profile in 19 Barons Crescent. This
is not the case as 2/17 ground level is near the top of the adjoining property
fence and the MacRae property ground level is 1800mm lower than this

Comment: It is recognised that the ground level of the adjoining premises to the east is at a
lower level than that of the subject site. The likely privacy loss has been assessed accordingly
and hence the Schedule 1 condition has been inserted in the recommendation to overcome any
such privacy loss.
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The DA proposes an elevated roof section containing dormer windows facing
east and overlooking all of the MacRaes backyard, swimming pool,
entertainment area and even inside the building – kitchen and dining area as
well as the 1st floor balcony and bedrooms. These windows would also look
directly into the yards of 21 Barons Crescent and the rear of properties with
frontage on High Street

Comment: There will be direct overlooking of the adjoining premises to the east and to a lesser
degree, premises further east and south. To overcome this problem, a Schedule 1 condition has
been recommended to require shutters and or obscure fix glass to the new upper level windows
proposed for the development.


The increased height of the structure proposed will also put 19 Barons
Crescent in serious afternoon shadow with even more loss of amenity

Comment: There will be minimal additional overshadowing of the adjoining premises to the east
and such premises will still maintain a minimum of three hours of mid-winter sun between 9am
and 3pm as required under clause 3.5.2 of Council’s DCP 2013 and as deemed acceptable as a
matter of course by the Land & Environment Court under development application appeal.


The options are available to move the dormer windows to either the north or
south parts of the gable roof and so reduce the loss of privacy for 19 Barons
Crescent and to reduce the overall height of the proposed additions to prevent
the detrimental shadowing otherwise inevitable

Comment: The location of the first floor addition of this development is one for the owner and
Council has to consider the application in the form submitted. There will be minimal additional
overshadowing of the adjoining premises to the east and such premises will still maintain a
minimum of three hours of mid-winter sun between 9am and 3pm as required under clause
3.5.2 of Council’s DCP 2013 and as deemed acceptable as a matter of course by the Land &
Environment Court under development application appeal.
CONCLUSION
The proposal, as recommended for alteration, is considered not to unreasonably impact upon
the amenity of the adjoining properties or the Barons Crescent streetscape.
There would be no undue impact upon the natural and built environment within the vicinity of the
subject site as a result of the proposed works. It is therefore considered, that the finished
building works will be of a form, height and character that will complement its setting in this
locality. Furthermore, there would be no undue social and economic impacts to the locality as a
result of the proposed development and subject to compliance with the conditions of consent to
improve the aesthetics of the design and the privacy for adjoining and nearby residents.
On balance, it is considered that the development which involves additions and alterations to
the existing dwelling house will have minimal amenity impacts on the residents of the adjoining
and nearby properties. It is therefore considered reasonable for approval in this instance subject
to compliance with Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 conditions as set out in the recommendation.
FINANCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct financial impact on Council’s adopted budget as a result of this report.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct environmental impact on Council arising from Council consideration of this matter.
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct social impact on Council arising from Council consideration of this matter.
RISK ASSESSMENT
There are no direct or indirect risks impacting on Council arising from consideration of this matter.
HUNTERS HILL 2028
This matter relates to ensuring that heritage and conservation of the area is respected,
preserved and enhanced including the preservation of the character, views to and from the
Municipality, and the preservation of the tree canopy.
RECOMMENDATION
A.

That the development application No.2018/1082 for the construction of attic
additions to the existing, approved attached dual occupancy dwelling be approved
as a “Deferred commencement” consent pursuant to Section 4.16 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 in respect of No.2/17 Barons
Crescent, Hunters Hill.

The development consent as contained in Schedule 2 shall not operate (nor be issued) until
such time as the matters contained in Schedule 1 are finalised to the satisfaction of Council.
Schedule 1
1.

The design form for the dormer windows being simplified so as to create a single
width larger type dormer and having better architectural design with appropriate
eaves and gutters, rebate for the window treatment and the top of such roof being
lower than the existing ridge of the existing dual occupancy development. Such
detailed information being provided on architectural plans to be submitted to Council
prior to the release of any stamped approved plans.

2.

The new attic windows featuring obscure glazing and being of the hopper type with
the lower pane to be fixed and the upper pane to open no more than 45 degrees
and hinged on its lower edge. Such detailed information being provided on
architectural plans to be submitted to Council prior to the release of any stamped
approved plans.

Schedule 2
That Development Application No. 2018/1082 for the construction of attic additions to the
existing, approved attached dual occupancy dwelling at No.2/17 barons Crescent, Hunters Hill,
be approved, subject to the following conditions:
GEN0 GEN1 GEN3 GEN5 GEN6 GEN7 GEN20 PCC0 PCC1($344.00) PCC2($2,590.00)
PCC3($1,500.00) PCC4($2,048.00) PCC11 PCC12 (A329484 dated 2 October 2018) PCC13
PCC20 PCC40 PCC41 PCW0 PCW1 PCW2 PCW3 PCW4 PCW5 PCW6 CSI0 CSI3 CSI7
CON0 CON1 CON2 CON3 CON5 CON7 CON8 CON9 CON20 CON23 CON41 CON42 CON43
CON44 CON45 CON47 CON55 POC0 POC1 POC2 POC3 (A320472 dated 27 August 2018)
POC4 POC8 POC13 POC14 POC25 POC28 POC75
Item 2.1
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GEN3
Drawing Number
Proposed Roof Plan Analysis
Dwg. 0.03 Issue A
Proposed upper ground floor
and attic first floor plans
Dwg. 1.02 issue A
Proposed Northern Elevation
Dwg. 2.04 Issue A
Proposed Eastern Side
Elevation
Dwg. 2.05 issue A
Proposed Southern Rear
Elevation
Dwg. 2.06 issue A
Proposed Eastern & Western
Side Elevations
Dwg. 2.07 Issue A
Section A-A
Dwg. 3.01 Issue A
Sections B-B & C-C
Dwg. 3.02 issue A
Material & Colour Schedule of
Finishes
Dwg. 5.01 Issue A

Drawn By
Archiplan Architecture

Plan Dated

Council Dated

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

19 Jun 2018

29 Aug 2018

15 Nov 2018

6 Dec 2018
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ITEM NO

:

2.2

SUBJECT

:

30 FERRY STREET, HUNTERS HILL

STRATEGIC OUTCOME

:

MAINTAIN THE CHARACTER AND AMENITY OF
HUNTERS HILL

ACTION

:

ALL BUILDING WORK COMPLIES WITH COUNCIL
REGULATIONS

REPORTING OFFICER

:

SHAHRAM MEHDIZADGAN

DEVELOPMENT
APPLICATION NO

2018-1124

PROPOSAL

REMOVAL OF ONE (1) TREE

APPLICANT

DAVID CARR

OWNER

DAVID CARR

DATE LODGED

30 NOVEMBER 2018
Ref:404802

INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared regarding the proposed removal of one (1) tree located within the
property of 30 Ferry Street, Hunters Hill. One (1) submission has been received.
REPORT
Observations by Council’s Tree and Landscape Consultant are summarised below:
Tree 1 Liquidambar styraciflua (Liquidambar)


Large, mature specimens with moderate landscape significance



Recent failure of a large branch in the centre of the crown due to a major bark
inclusion



Opening up of the inner crown may increase the risk of further branch failures due to
altered wind loading on remaining branches



Large wound resulting from branch failure will not occlude and will decay over time



The form and amenity value of the tree has been irreparably damaged due to
branch failure



Application proposes tree removal due to branch failure and is supported

Item 2.2
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Replacement planting required to offset the loss of canopy resultant from tree
removal

SUBMISSIONS
The proposed tree removal works were notified in accordance with Council’s Development
Control Plan for a period of ten (10) days on the 7 December 2018. Within the specified time
period one submission was received. A copy of the submission is attached to the report.
NOTIFICATION REQUIRED
NUMBER NOTIFIED
SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED
Name & Address of Respondents

16

Sarah & Ray Offen

 Supports removal of tree
 Would like a replacement tree to be planted

Comments:
The Offen submission supports the removal of tree however would like a replacement tree to be
planted to maintain the leafy environment of the area. A replacement tree has been conditioned
as part of this Report.
CONCLUSION
That Development Application No. DA 2018-1124 for the removal of one (1) Liquidambar styraciflua
(Liquidambar) located within the property of 30 Ferry Street, Hunters Hill be approved, subject to the
conditions outlined below.
FINANCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct financial impact on Council’s adopted budget as a result of this report.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct environmental impact on Council arising from Council consideration of this
matter.
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct social impact on Council arising from Council consideration of this matter.
RISK ASSESSMENT
There are no direct or indirect risks impacting on Council arising from consideration of this
matter.
HUNTERS HILL 2028
This matter relates to ensuring that heritage and conservation of the area is respected,
preserved and enhanced including the preservation of the character, views to and from the
Municipality, and the preservation of the tree canopy.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Development Application No. DA 2018-1124 for the removal of one (1) Liquidambar
styraciflua (Liquidambar) located within the property of 30 Ferry Street, Hunters Hill be
approved, subject to the conditions outlined below:
TREE2 TREE3 TREE4 TREE5 TREE6 TREE7 TREE8
The following trees may be removed:
Tree
Tree 1
Liquidambar styraciflua
(Liquidambar)

Location

Comments

Front of garage

Recent large diameter branch failure in
upper crown

The following replacement planting is required:

Location

Within the
garden bed
where Tree 1
is located

Minimum
container
size at
purchase

No. of
replacement
plants
required

75L

1

Replacement tree Species
Betula nigra
(River Birch)
or
Michelia doltsopa
(Chinese Magnolia)
or
Ginkgo biloba
(Ginkgo – male form only)
or
Pyrus calleryana cvs
(Ornamental Pear – fastigiate cultivars)

Note 1: Please contact Council’s Tree & Landscape Consultant if you would like to
nominate an alternate replacement species
Note 2: The replacement trees should be located at sufficient distance as to minimise
conflict with adjacent structures when fully mature.
ATTACHMENTS
There are no attachments to this report.
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ITEM NO

:

2.3

SUBJECT

:

21 DICK STREET, HENLEY

STRATEGIC OUTCOME

:

MAINTAIN THE CHARACTER AND AMENITY OF
HUNTERS HILL

ACTION

:

ALL BUILDING WORK COMPLIES WITH COUNCIL
REGULATIONS

REPORTING OFFICER

:

SHAHRAM MEHDIZADGAN

DEVELOPMENT
APPLICATION NO

2019-1008

PROPOSAL

REMOVAL OF THREE (3) TREES AND PRUNING OF
THREE (3) TREES

APPLICANT

BRENDAN HEDGES

OWNER

BRENDAN HEDGES

DATE LODGED

23 JANUARY 2019
Ref:404843

INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared regarding the proposed removal of one (1) group of trees (3x trees)
and pruning of three (3) trees located within the property of 21 Dick Street, Henley. One (1)
submission has been received.
REPORT
Observations by Council’s Tree and Landscape Consultant are summarised below:
Tree 1 Alnus jorullensis (Evergreen Alder) x3



Small, mature specimens



Supressed with poor form



Poor structural condition (one tree has failed)



Low landscape significance



Application proposes removing tree group due to poor structural condition



Application for removal is supported



Replacement planting required
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Tree 2 Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese Elm)



Mature specimen



Moderate landscape significance



Application proposes pruning Tree 2 to increase solar access to garden bed



Application for pruning is supported with Conditions imposed to limit the works

Tree 3 Eucalyptus saligna (Sydney Blue Gum)



Mature specimen located in neighbouring property



Moderate landscape significance



Application proposes pruning Tree 3 (reason unspecified however
presumably to reduce crown spread into the site)



Application for pruning is supported with Conditions imposed to limit the
works

Tree 4 Ficus rubiginosa (Port Jackson Fig)



Mature specimen located in neighbouring property



Moderate landscape significance



Application proposes pruning Tree 4 to increase solar access to garden bed



Application for pruning is supported with Conditions imposed to limit the works

SUBMISSIONS
The proposed tree removal works were notified in accordance with Council’s Development
Control Plan for a period of ten (10) days on the 6 February 2019. Within the specified time
period one submission was received. A copy of the submission is attached to the report.
NOTIFICATION REQUIRED
NUMBER NOTIFIED
SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED
Name & Address of Respondents
Joanne Ross & Stewart Eckermann

16

Objects to tree removals due to impact on local
ecology, amenity and screening between properties

Comments:
The Ross & Ekermann submission objects to the removal of Tree 1 Alnus jorullensis (Evergreen
Alder) which comprises a group of three (3) trees. One (1) of the three trees has failed leaving a
standing stump and the larger of the standing trees has a large wound in the upper crown which
shows signs of significant decay. The two standing trees have poor form and reduced crown
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density due to suppression of growth resulting from the trees being planted too close to one
another.
Alnus jorullensis are a relatively short-lived tree in the Sydney region and have a weak
compartmentalisation response. This results in woody tissue decaying relatively quickly when
the tree is wounded and can often result in branch or whole tree failures. It is highly likely that
the wound in the upper crown of the largest tree within the group will lead to a failure of the
upper crown in the short to medium term.
The Ross & Ekermann submission provides a photograph showing a Tawny Frogmouth roosting
in one of the trees and indicates other wildlife also utilise the trees. However, if the trees are
removed there are a number of other adjacent trees which could potentially provide roosting
sites for wildlife. This DCU Report should be forwarded to Council’s Bushland Officer for
comment on ecological issues.
A second photograph shows the view from the window of the units adjacent to the site in which
the trunks of the trees can be seen. Although the trees provide a degree of canopy cover, the
photograph shows there is only partial screening provided between the site and the units as the
majority of canopy sits above window level.
The two remaining trees within group Tree 1 have short Useful Life Expectancies and low
landscape significance and are considered easily replaceable with advanced size stock. The
planting of a replacement tree is recommended to offset the loss of canopy cover and screening
resultant from the removal of Tree 1. The replacement tree should be planted in the same
location as Tree 1 to ensure maximum screening benefits between the site and the units.
The pruning works recommended for Trees 2-4 are to be minimised to limit the impact on the
crown form of the trees.
CONCLUSION
That Development Application No. DA 2019-1008 for the removal of one (1) group of trees (3x
trees) and pruning of three (3) trees located within the property of 21 Dick Street, Henley be
approved, subject to the conditions outlined below.
FINANCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct financial impact on Council’s adopted budget as a result of this report.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct environmental impact on Council arising from Council consideration of this
matter.
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
There is no direct social impact on Council arising from Council consideration of this matter.
RISK ASSESSMENT
There are no direct or indirect risks impacting on Council arising from consideration of this
matter.
HUNTERS HILL 2028
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This matter relates to ensuring that heritage and conservation of the area is respected,
preserved and enhanced including the preservation of the character, views to and from the
Municipality, and the preservation of the tree canopy.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Development Application No. DA 2019-1008 for the removal of one (1) group of trees (3x trees)
and pruning of three (3) trees located within the property of 21 Dick Street, Henley be approved,
subject to the conditions outlined below:
TREE1 TREE2 TREE3 TREE4 TREE5 TREE6 TREE7 TREE8
The following trees may be removed:
Tree

Location

Comments

Tree 1
Alnus jorullensis
(Evergreen Alder) x3

Front garden

Remove

The following trees may be pruned:
Tree
Location

Comments

Tree 2

Ulmus parvifolia
(Chinese Elm)

Front garden

Tree 3

Neighbour’s
property

Eucalyptus saligna
(Sydney Blue Gum)

Tree 4
Ficus rubiginosa
(Port Jackson Fig)

Neighbour’s
property

Crown Lift branches no greater than 75mm
diameter and Crown Thin branches no
greater than 50mm to increase solar
access to garden beds.
The branches pruned shall represent no
greater than 10% of the tree’s total crown
volume.
Selective Prune 1x 150mm diameter 3rd
order branch lower north side of crown.
Reduction Prune branches no greater than
75mm diameter to limit crown spread into
the site.
The branches pruned shall represent no
greater than 5% of the tree’s total crown
volume.
Crown Lift and Reduction Prune branches
no greater than 100mm diameter to
increase solar access to garden beds
within the site only.
The branches pruned shall represent no
greater than 10% of the tree’s total crown
volume.

Note: the removal of deadwood does not require Council approval
The following replacement planting is required:

Location

Minimum
container
size at
purchase

No. of
replacement
plants
required

Within the same
location as Tree 1 to
provide screening

100L

1
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Magnolia grandiflora ‘Little Gem’
(Magnolia species)
or
Elaeocarpus eumundi
(Quandong)
Note: Please contact Council’s Tree & Landscape Consultant if you would like to nominate
an alternate replacement species
between the site and
the window of the
neighbouring units
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